Obesity is a major public health problem with strong genetic determination; however, the genetic factors underlying obesity are largely unknown. In this study, we performed a genome-wide association scan for obesity by examining approximately 500 000 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in a sample of 1000 unrelated US Caucasians. We identified a novel gene, CTNNBL1, which has multiple SNPs associated with body mass index (BMI) and fat mass. The most significant SNP, rs6013029, achieved experiment-wise P-values of 2.69 3 10 27 for BMI and of 4.99 3 10 28 for fat mass, respectively. The SNP rs6013029 minor allele T confers an average increase in BMI and fat mass of 2.67 kg/m 2 and 5.96 kg, respectively, compared with the alternative allele G. We further genotyped the five most significant CTNNBL1 SNPs in a French case -control sample comprising 896 class III obese adults (BMI ! 40 kg/m 2 ) and 2916 lean adults (BMI < 25 kg/m 2 ). All five SNPs showed consistent associations with obesity (8.83 3 10 23 < P < 6.96 3 10
INTRODUCTION
Obesity is a serious public health problem associated with an increased risk of type 2 diabetes mellitus, hypertension, coronary heart disease and certain cancers (1) . The prevalence of obesity is increasing at an alarming rate; recent data show that 65% of the adult population in the USA are overweight, and 31% are obese (2) . Body mass index (BMI, weight/height 2 , kg/m 2 ) is the most widely used phenotype for the assessment of obese status. According to the World Health Organization, individuals with a BMI ! 25 kg/m 2 are considered overweight, and those with a BMI ! 30 kg/m 2 are obese.
The strong genetic determination of human obesity has been established by twin, family and adoption studies, which indicate a minimum heritability of 40% for obesity (3) . During the past decade, more than 60 genome-wide linkage scan studies and hundreds of candidate gene association studies have been published, but the results are largely inconsistent/ inconclusive (4) . Until now, none of the candidate genes/ genomic regions identified has been found to explain .10% of variation in any obesity phenotypes. This leaves the specific genetic factors underlying obesity largely unknown.
Rapid advancements have made it feasible and timely to pursue powerful genome-wide association (GWA) studies (5) . GWA is a hypothesis-free approach that scans the entire human genome to identify novel genes/genome regions with modest effects on human complex diseases/traits. A number of GWA studies have reported novel findings for complex diseases, such as type 2 diabetes (6 -9), inflammatory bowel disease (10, 11) and prostate cancer (12, 13) . Several GWA studies have also found novel genes that may underlie obesity risk, such as INSIG2 (14, 15) , and PFKP (16) , though their functional importance awaits further validation studies.
In this study, we performed a GWA to search for novel genes for obesity. Using Affymetrix 500K single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays, we successfully genotyped and analyzed a total of 379 319 SNPs for 1000 unrelated US Caucasian subjects from whom we obtained both BMI and body fat mass data. We identified a novel gene, CTNNBL1 
RESULTS

GWA scans in the US Caucasian sample
The top signal of association for BMI was observed for SNP rs7001819 (P ¼ 1.53 Â 10 27 ), and the nearest gene is FDFT1
(farnesyl-diphosphate farnesyltransferase 1). However, this SNP did not show any association with fat mass. Multiple SNPs within the CTNNBL1 gene were found to be strongly associated with both BMI and fat mass. Given the strong associations observed for CTNNBL1, we focused our subsequent analyses on this gene. We list in Tables 1  and 2 the eight SNPs within the CTNNBL1 gene achieving at least nominally significant associations (P , 0.05). It can be seen that the minor allele frequency (MAF) of the genotyped SNPs is quite comparable between our own data set and the HapMap CEU database (19, 20 
27
, respectively (Tables 1 and 2 ). To assess potential population stratification, we calculated the overall genomic control (GC) correction factors for BMI and fat mass, which were 1.05 and 1.06, respectively, implying that potential population stratification in this US Caucasian population, if present, should be minimal. The GC-corrected P-values and false discovery rate (FDR) q values (calculated on the basis of GC-corrected P-values) are also shown in Tables 1 and 2 .
For readers' convenience, we list in Supplementary Material, Table S1 the relevant information for all the genotyped SNPs for CTNNBL1. We also imputed untyped and/or missing SNPs at this region. The imputation algorithm, which uses the LD and haplotype structure from all the markers of HapMap database (19, 21) to infer the genotypes at untyped loci in our individuals, was implemented in the program IMPUTE (22) . The association data for the imputed SNPs are presented in Supplementary Material, Table S2 . Using the confidence interval method (23) implemented in Haploview (24) and our own genotype data, we plotted the LD and haplotype structure of the CTNNBL1 gene (Fig. 1) . The gene forms three major haplotype blocks (blocks 1 -3). The most significant SNP rs6013029 is in weak LD with some of the other SNPs.
The SNP rs6013029, with a polymorphism of G!T nucleotide change, is located in the intron 7 of CTNNBL1. The BMI and fat mass distribution in different genotypes are shown in Figure 2 . The subjects of homozygous TT have higher BMI and fat mass than those of homozygous GG. The analyses of allele effects showed that the risk allele T confers 9.8% higher BMI (2.67 kg/m 2 ) and 24.1% higher fat mass (5.96 kg) than the alternative allele G. Using quantitative genetics methods, we calculated the genetic variance that rs6013029 may explain, which were 0.029 and 0.042, respectively, for BMI and fat mass. We then calculated the power of identifying the estimated genetic variances using Genetic Power Calculator (25) . At the significance level of 4.2 Â 10
, the power of this study to identify the reported effect sizes was 64.3 and 93.2%, respectively, for BMI and fat mass. We further calculated the probability of replicating the identified effect sizes using the methods proposed by Killeen (26) . Assuming that replication studies have the same number of subjects as the original GWA and that they have similar levels of sampling error, the probabilities of replicating the identified effect sizes will be as high as 99.9% for both BMI and fat mass.
To determine the inter-relationship between these eight significant SNPs within the CTNNBL1 gene and to investigate whether the association signals detected by these SNPs are from the same or distinct functional variants, we performed conditional association analyses for the seven SNPs using the genotype at the most significant SNP rs6013029 as the covariate to adjust for BMI and fat mass. As shown in Figure 3 , all seven SNPs had universal and significant loss association signals, as reflected by the evident drop of 2log 10 (P) values. This suggests that the associations of these eight SNPs may come from the same functional variant of the gene, which is in strong LD with rs6013029 and influences BMI and fat mass. We also performed conditional analyses in reverse by using the seven SNPs as covariates to see whether any of these SNPs could eliminate the association of rs6013029. The P-values obtained were 0.003 and 0.002, respectively, for BMI and fat mass, suggesting that these seven SNPs may explain only a portion of the variance that is attributable to rs6013029.
Using the FASTSNP program, we investigated the potential functions of these eight SNPs. According to the program, four SNPs (rs6013029, rs6020712, rs16986890 and rs6020339) are potential transcription factor-binding sites and hence may have a role in transcription regulation. A G!T change at rs6013029, a G!A change at rs6020712 and an A!G change at rs16986890 may result in the elimination of the binding sites for transcription factor Oct-1, CdxA and SRY, respectively, whereas an A!G change at rs6020339 may produce a change in the binding site from CdxA to Pbx-1 or AP-1. The other three intronic SNPs (i.e. rs6096781, rs6020846 and rs6020395) and a promoter SNP, rs6096781, are without known function.
The CTNNBL1 gene is located at the chromosome region 20q, which showed strong linkage to obesity phenotypes in our previous genome-wide linkage scan studies (27) ; LOD scores of 1.55 and 3.31 were obtained for BMI and fat mass, respectively, at this region (Table 3) . This region contains two other candidate genes, FLJ42133 and NNAT, whose SNPs also achieved highly suggestive associations for fat mass in the current GWA study (P-values of 10 26 to 10
25
). The region 5q35, achieving an LOD score of 2.04 for BMI in our earlier linkage scan (27) , contains two genes, SH3PXD2B and SLIT3, whose SNPs achieved P-values of 10 25 to 10 24 for BMI in this GWA study. Several recent GWA studies identified novel genes for obesity, such as INSIG2 on chromosome 2q14.1 (14) , FTO on 16q12 (16) (17) (18) , and PFKP on 10p15 (16) . The associations of INSIG2 and PFKP with obesity were also observed in this study, as reflected by P-values achieved for the SNPs within/around each gene (Table 4) . However, the association of the FTO gene with obesity could not be replicated in this study sample.
For potential stratification of our sample, when 200 randomly selected unlinked SNPs were used to cluster our subjects, under all the assigned values (i.e. 2, 3 and 4) for the assumed number of population strata, k, all 1000 subjects were tightly clustered together, implying no population stratification. When 2000 and 6000 SNPs were used, under all the assigned values of k, the vast majority (.98%) of the subjects were tightly clustered together, with the exception of only six subjects, suggesting that there is essentially no population stratification in this sample. These six subjects do not have extreme BMI or fat mass values. This analysis indicates that these six subjects have little contribution to the overall association results. Moreover, we re-performed association analyses after excluding these six subjects and obtained very similar results (data not shown).
To further guard against potential population stratification that could not be identified by the structured association method (28), we performed association analyses using the principal component analysis method implemented in EIGEN-STRAT (29) . The P-values obtained in EIGENSTRAT analyses were quite comparable with the raw P-values (Tables 1   and 2 ). Supplementary Material, Figure S1 shows the top two principal components in this study sample.
We examined the distribution of P-values for all 379 319 SNPs analyzed using quantile-quantile (Q -Q) plots for BMI and fat mass (Fig. 4) . It can be seen that the observed P-values matched the expected P-values under the null distributions over the range of 1 , 2log 10 (P) , 4.0 for both BMI and fat mass. An excess of low P-value is observed at 2log 10 (P) of 4.0 for both traits. Departure of distribution at the extreme tail suggests that the associations identified are likely due to true variants rather than potential biases such as genotyping error. ). Those subjects who were homozygous for allele T at SNP rs6013029 had 1.42-fold increased odds of obesity compared with those subjects not carrying the T allele. Since the threshold of significance for follow-up regional replication analysis should be less stringent (i.e. larger P-values) than that of initial GWA scans, the association results obtained in this French casecontrol sample provide very strong replication evidence supporting the GWA findings in US Caucasians.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we identified a novel gene, CTNNBL1, which has multiple SNPs associated with BMI and fat mass. In the US Caucasian sample, the minor allele T of the most significant SNP (rs6013029) confers an average increase in BMI and fat mass of 2.67 kg/m 2 and 5.96 kg, respectively, compared with the alternative allele G. In the French case -control sample, those subjects who were homozygous for the rs6013029 allele T had a 1.42-fold increased odds of obesity when compared with those not carrying the T allele. The other four significant SNPs (rs16986921, rs6020712, rs6020846 and rs6020395) showed consistency in sign for the association with BMI and fat mass. The importance of chromosome region 20q11, which harbors the CTNNBL1 gene, was also highlighted in our previous genome-wide linkage scan study (27) . Moreover, several other groups also found linkages to obesity at this region (4).
The sequence, gene structure and expression pattern of CTNNBL1 were recently characterized (30), but its biological functions remain largely unknown. The human CTNNBL1 gene contains 16 exons and 15 introns spanning .178 kb (30) . CTNNBL1 mRNA is detectable in all tissues, but is especially abundant in skeletal muscle (a major site for energy metabolism), placenta, heart, spleen, testes and thyroid (30) . A number of motifs in the CTNNBL1 sequence are characteristic of transcription factors. Further, the CTNNBL1 protein has structural similarities to the family of proteins containing armadillo repeats, a structural motif originally identified in the Drosophila melanogaster segment polarity gene product armadillo, the ortholog of mammalian b-catenin (30) . On the basis of this structural homology, CTNNBL1 may also possess similar functions of b-catenin, which not only regulates cell-to-cell adhesion as a protein interacting with cadherin but also functions as a component of the Wnt-signaling pathway (30 -32) . The Wnt-signaling pathway is conserved in various organisms and plays important roles in development, cellular proliferation and differentiation. Studies demonstrate that the Wnt/b-catenin-signaling pathway appears to operate to maintain the undifferentiated state of pre-adipocytes by inhibiting adipogenic gene expression (33) . In addition, b-catenin may also influence the magnitude and potential of intestinal nutrient absorption through the metabolic learning process, as the physiological differentiation zone of enterocytes is linked to the b-catenin system (34). Our association finding here for CTNNBL1, together with structural homology between CTNNBL1 and b-catenin and the functional relevance of the Wnt/b-catenin pathway on adipogenesis, may suggest a novel hypothetical mechanism by which CTNNBL1 contributes to the development of obesity. Interestingly, the TCL7L2 (transcription factor 7-like 2) gene which was repeatedly associated with diabetes (6 -9,35) can regulate proglucagon in enteroendocrine cells via the Wnt-signaling pathway. Further studies showed TCF7L2 can substantially influence normal birth weight variation (36) . Several recent GWA studies reported association findings for obesity and related phenotypes. The first GWA for obesity was published in 2006 (14) , in which the INSIG2 gene was associated with BMI in the Framingham Heart Study participants, and the association was replicated in four separate sample populations including Western Europeans, African Americans and children. In the current study, we obtained P-values of 0.007 and 0.009 for two INSIG2 SNPs. In view of the fact that P-values for replication studies should not be as stringent as those for GWA studies, our study provides supportive evidence for association between INSIG2 and obesity. Nevertheless, the association between INSIG2 and obesity has been inconsistent. Some independent studies (37,38) could not replicate this association, although others studies (39, 40) found this INSIG2 polymorphism may increase the risk for obesity in already overweight individuals. Overall, US Caucasian subjects studied here were overweight (BMI of 28.92 kg/m 2 for males and 27.29 kg/m 2 for females), which may partially explain the associations observed for INSIG2 in this study sample. The association of the FTO gene with obesity was recently identified by several GWA studies (16 -18) , but this association could not be replicated in the present study, suggesting that this association might be heterogeneous across population samples.
GWA studies of complex diseases are still in their early stages and many GWA findings await further studies to validate or refute. From classical probability theory, the probability of replication for a specific association may decrease with increasing number of independent GWA studies. This is because the likelihood that a specific association can be replicated by multiple GWA studies is the product of the power of each study. Thus, the probability of replication is high only when all the studies have very high power. Many other factors, such as differential LD and allele frequencies across populations, small sample sizes and potential population stratification, may also significantly influence the chance of replicating GWA results (41) . Therefore, statistical replication may not always be easy, even for functional variants in well-designed studies. Meta-analysis is a useful tool for synthesizing data and exploring potential heterogeneity (42, 43) . Bayesian approaches (44) or complementary concepts such as Bayesian false-positive report probability (45, 46) may also help assess the credibility of an association identified. However, meta-analysis and Bayesian analyses require data sharing among different research groups, which is not always easy to obtain in the research community. Functional molecular and cellular studies are essential for validating and illuminating the functional relevance of the genes uncovered in population studies. It is critical that validation of preliminary associations can be achieved in additional samples before follow-up molecular and cellular studies. Potential population stratification may cause false-positive/ negative association results (47) , but the probability is low in this study. First, our study cohort for the initial GWA came from a US mid-west Caucasian population, living in Omaha, NE, USA, and its surrounding areas. This US Caucasian population is relatively homogenous due to a fairly stable population in which Caucasians have predominated as the major ethnic group in this area for an extended period. In addition, we found that the genotypic and allelic frequencies of the significant SNPs in our sample are very similar to those reported in the typical and representative Caucasian samples used in the HapMap CEU. Our subpopulation analysis indicated that .98% of the subjects consistently clustered together as a single group, suggesting no significant population substructure in our sample. Moreover, genome control factors for BMI and fat mass are quite close to 1.0. To further guard against potential population stratification, we performed principal component analysis implemented in EIGENSTRAT (29) .
In summary, we identified a novel gene, CTNNBL1, associated with BMI and fat mass through a GWA study in a US Caucasian population. The significance of this gene was further replicated in a large French adult case -control sample. The functional relevance of CTNNBL1 on obesity is still unclear. Because of structural homology between CTNNBL1 and b-catenin, and the functional relevance of Wnt/b-catenin pathway on adipogenesis, we propose a novel hypothetical mechanism underlying obesity, in which CTNNBL1 may play an important role. Further functional studies including knockout and overexpression models of CTNNBL1 are necessary to validate its significance to obesity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects and phenotypes
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board involved. Signed informed consent documents were obtained from all study participants before they entered the study.
US Caucasian sample. This sample contains 1000 unrelated adults, which was randomly identified from our established and expanding genetic repertoire currently containing more than 6000 subjects. All of the chosen subjects were US Caucasians of Northern European origin living in Omaha, NE, USA, and its surrounding areas. They were normal healthy subjects defined by a comprehensive suite of exclusion criteria (48) . Briefly, subjects with chronic diseases and conditions involving vital organs (heart, lung, liver, kidney and brain) and severe endocrine, metabolic or nutritional diseases that might affect fat metabolism were excluded from this study.
BMI was calculated as body weight (in kilograms) divided by the square of height (in meters). Weight was measured in light indoor clothing without shoes, using a calibrated balance beam scale, and height was measured using a calibrated stadiometer. Body fat mass was measured with Hologic 4500 DEXA machines. The short-term reproducibility (coefficient of variation) of BMI and fat mass measurements is on average 0.2 and 1.1%, respectively. The general relevant characteristics of the study subjects are shown in Table 6 . Measurement of body fat mass by DEXA is considered to be highly accurate and gold standard (49) . The correlation between BMI and fat mass was 0.85 (P , 0.01) in this sample.
French case -control sample. This sample contained 896 adult cases and 2916 adult controls of French Caucasian origin (see Table 6 for characteristics of the sample). This sample was used in a recent prominent GWA study (18) , in which the FTO gene was found to contribute to obesity. The cases were class III obese adults defined by a BMI ! 40 kg/m 2 . The controls were lean adults defined by a BMI , 25 kg/m 2 . The obese individuals were recruited through a multimedia campaign run by the CNRS UMR8090 and the Department of Nutrition of the Paris Hotel Dieu Hospital. The controls were members of three cohorts: a cohort of middle-aged, lean adults comprising (DESIR) (n ¼ 2041) volunteers recruited from 10 health examination centers in the western-central part of France; one sample of 382 controls that were recruited along with the cases in the multimedia campaign by the CNRS UMR8090; 493 lean young adults from the Haguenau study. 
Genotyping
Affymetrix 500K SNPs in 1000 US Caucasians. Genomic DNA was extracted from whole human blood using a commercial isolation kit (Gentra systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) following the protocols detailed in the kit. Before advancing to the genotyping step, the measurements of DNA concentration were double-checked by pico-green analysis that can detect fluorescent signal enhancement of PicoGreenw dsDNA Quantitation Reagent, which selectively binds to dsDNA (50, 51) . Genotyping with the Affymetrix Mapping 250K Nsp and Affymetrix Mapping 250K Sty arrays was performed at the Vanderbilt Microarray Shared Resource at Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN, USA, using the standard protocol recommended by the manufacturer. Briefly, for each array, 250 ng of genomic DNA was digested with either Nsp1 or Sty1 and ligated to adapters that recognize the cohesive four base pair overhangs. A generic primer that recognizes the ligated adapter sequence was used to amplify the ligation products in a polymerase chain reaction. The amplified DNA was assayed by agarose gel electrophoresis to verify an average size distribution of 250 -1500 bp. The amplified DNA was purified per the manufacturer's protocol and quantitated by absorbance at 260 and 280 nm. Ninety micrograms of purified DNA was fragmented with DNaseI and visualized on a 4% agarose gel. Samples with fragment distributions ,180 bp were hybridized to the appropriate array (Nsp or Sty). Arrays were stained, washed and scanned per the manufacturer's protocol using immunopure strepavidin (Pierce, Milwaukee, WI, USA), biotinylated antistreptavidin antibody (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA, USA) and R-phycoerythrin strepavidin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Fluorescence intensities were quantitated using an Affymetrix array scanner 30007G. Data management and analyses were performed using Affymetrix GeneChip Operating System. Genotyping calls were determined from the fluorescent intensities using the DM algorithm with a 0.33 P-value setting (52) as well as the B-RLMM algorithm (53) . DM calls were used for quality control, and the B-RLMM calls were used for all subsequent data analysis. B-RLMM clustering was performed with 94 samples per cluster.
The final average BRLMM call rate across the entire sample reached the high level of 99.14%. However, out of the initial full set of 500 568 SNPs, we discarded 32 961 SNPs with sample call rate ,95%, another 36 965 SNPs with allele frequencies deviating from Hardy -Weinberg equilibrium (P , 0.001) and 51 323 SNPs with minor allele frequencies (MAF) ,1%. Therefore, the final SNP set maintained in the subsequent analyses contained 379 319 SNPs, yielding an average marker spacing of 7.9 kb throughout the human genome.
Replication genotyping in French Caucasians. The five most significant SNPs within the CTNNBL1 gene (rs6013029, rs16986921, rs6020712, rs6020846 and rs6020395) were genotyped in the French case -control sample. These SNPs were genotyped using an allelic discrimination assay-by-design TaqMan method on ABI 7900 (Applied Biosystems). Among the total 3812 subjects, 266 subjects were excluded due to the low genotyping call rate. The average genotyping rate was 96%. The genotyping error rate was assessed by randomly re-genotyping 200 participants. The concordance rate was 100% for all the five SNPs.
Statistical analysis
Initial GWA in US Caucasians. GWA statistical analyses, including single-marker association analyses and haplotype association analyses, were performed using HelixTree 5.3.1 (Golden Helix, Bozeman, MT, USA). The association tests performed in the screen were allele-wised, that is, t-tests of one-degree of freedom. In association analyses, age, age 2 , sex, age-by-sex interaction and age 2 -by-sex interaction were included as covariates to adjust the BMI and fat mass data. The LD patterns of the interested genes were analyzed and plotted using the Haploview program (24) and our own genotype data. To explore potential functions of the significant SNPs identified, we used the FASTSNP (function analysis and selection tool for SNPs) program (http://fastsnp.ibms.sinica. edu.tw) that analyzes SNP functions on the basis of up-to-date information extracted from 11 external bioinformatic databases at query time (54) .
We calculated an FDR-based q value to measure the statistical significance at the genome-wide level for the association results. Bonferroni correction is overly conservative for multiple-testing adjustment in a GWA study since it does not take into account the intrinsic correlations between a large number of tests, which is caused by the extensive LD among SNP markers genome-wide. The FDR-based q value is a method that strikes a delicate balance between keeping meaningful results and maintaining a low rate of false-positive findings. There are multiple versions of FDR (55, 56) . In this study, we adopted the method proposed by Storey and Tibshirani (56) and used the related software QVALUE (http://genomine.org/qvalue/) to calculate q values. A range of tuning parameters (l), from 0 to 0.95 with a step of 0.05, were screened, and the optimal l was picked using the smoother method (56) to minimize the mean squared error of the estimates. We used an FDR threshold of q ¼ 0.05 to control the genome-wide significance of the identified markers, which means that among all the markers called significant by this standard, only ,5% of these may be truly 'null' on average. Therefore, our selection process for the most significant markers/genes based on the P-values and FDR q value was stringent yet also took into account a reasonable dynamic range of significance levels to allow for more interesting leads (such as multiple significant markers from a single gene) to emerge.
To facilitate interpretation of the results, we defined as 'highly suggestive' associations those markers with raw P-values ,0.001. We compared our GWA results with several published GWA studies for obesity and related phenotypes. In addition, we compared the highly suggestive association results achieved here with our previous linkage findings (27) .
To detect population stratification that may lead to spurious association results, we used the structured association method (28) to investigate the potential substructure of our sample. To ensure the robustness of our results, we performed nine independent analyses under each combination of two conditions, the assumed number of population strata, k, which was set at 2, 3 and 4, respectively, and the three different sets of unlinked markers selected randomly genome-wide, which contains 200, 2000 and 6000 markers, respectively. To further guard against potential population stratification that cannot be identified by STRUCTURE (28), we performed analyses using the principal component analysis method implemented in EIGENSTRAT (29) . We also calculated the overall GC correction factors and the GC-corrected P-values.
To investigate whether the identified associations are due to potential biases (e.g. genotyping error), we examined the distribution of P-values for all 379 319 SNPs analyzed in our sample using Q-Q plots.
Replication analyses in the French case -control sample. We used logistic regression analyses to test association in casecontrols under an additive model, and Pearson's x 2 for the general association model. The P-values for replication are one-sided because we test the specific hypothesis of increased frequency of alleles in these SNPs in obese adults.
